
 

LED Low Profile Work Lamp 

#WL-SF1 
Flood

#WL-SS1 
Spot

5” x 4.3” x 1”

Jupiter Lighting  Sales: 800-518-4079

Part # Description Lumens Amp Draw

WL-SS1 WORKLIGHT, LED,Square  Spot,10-30V,48W/ 1400 LMS, 5" x 4.3" x 1" , 
GRAPHENE HOUSING,

1400 1 amp @ 12 Vdc

WL-SF1 WORKLIGHT, LED,Square  Flood,10-30V,48W/ 1400 LMS, 5" x 4.3" x 1" , 
GRAPHENE HOUSING,

1400 1 amp @ 12Vdc 

Super Conducting Graphene 

The Technical Stuff

Graphene has many uncommon properties. It is the strongest 
material ever tested, conducts heat and electricity efficiently, 
and is nearly transparent.If you've ever scribbled with a soft 

pencil (something like a 4B), you'll know that graphite is 
horribly soft. That's because the carbon layers inside a stick 
of graphite shave off very easily. But the atoms within those 
layers are very tightly bonded so, graphene is super-strong—

even stronger than diamond! 

Graphene is believed to be the strongest material yet 
discovered, some 200 times stronger than steel. Remarkably, 
it's both stiff and elastic (like rubber), so you can stretch it by 

an amazing amount (20-25 percent of its original length) 
without it breaking. That's because the flat planes of carbon 

atoms in graphene can flex relatively easily without the atoms 
breaking apart. As if super strength and featherweight 

lightness aren't enough, graphene is better at carrying heat (it 
has very high thermal conductivity) than any other material—
better by far than brilliant heat conductors such as silver and 

copper, and much better than either graphite or diamond. 
Again, we're most likely to discover the benefit of that by 

using graphenes in composite materials, where we could use 
them to add extra heat-resistance or conductivity to plastics 

or other materials.

Specs: 

• 48 Wa' 
• 10-30V 
• 10 Flash Pa'erns 
• 16 pcs SMD  
• Graphene alloy base  
• EMC Grade R10 
• UV stabilized lens
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